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Abstract

Ice motion and ice boundary are critical information for ice sheet models that project ice evolution in a warming climate. We

present four historical, continent-wide, maps of Antarctic ice motion and boundary for the time period 1995-2022. The results

reveal no change in 2/3rd of the interior regions, block rotation and rift propagation at ice shelf fronts, and widespread glacier

speedup that propagates from 10 to 100 km’s inland. Speedup affects the entire drainage of the Amundsen Sea Embayment

sector, in West Antarctica; the entire west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula down to GeorgeVI Ice Shelf; the east coast down

to Larsen C Ice Shelf; Getz Ice Shelf, Hull and Land glaciers in West Antarctica; Matusevitch, Ninnis, Mertz and Denman

glaciers, glaciers in Porpoise and Vincennes Bay, and Robert, Wilma and Rayner glaciers in Enderby Land, in East Antarctica.

We attribute the changes to faster melting by warmer ocean waters.
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Key Points:7

• We present historical, continent-wide, mosaics of Antarctic motion using a suite of satel-8

lite sensors spanning the past 28 years.9

• We report areas of accelerated ice flow stretching over 100 km’s from the coast and the10

drainage of the entire Amundsen Sea sector.11

• The observed, ongoing, detailed glacier changes will help constrain ice sheet numer-12

ical models in charge of reconstruction and projection.13
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Abstract14

Ice motion and ice boundary are critical information for ice sheet models that project ice evo-15

lution in a warming climate. We present four historical, continent-wide, maps of Antarctic ice16

motion and boundary for the time period 1995-2022. The results reveal no change in 2/3rd17

of the interior regions, block rotation and rift propagation at ice shelf fronts, and widespread18

glacier speedup that propagates from 10 to 100 km’s inland. Speedup affects the entire drainage19

of the Amundsen Sea Embayment sector, in West Antarctica; the entire west coast of the Antarc-20

tic Peninsula down to GeorgeVI Ice Shelf; the east coast down to Larsen C Ice Shelf; Getz21

Ice Shelf, Hull and Land glaciers in West Antarctica; Matusevitch, Ninnis, Mertz and Den-22

man glaciers, glaciers in Porpoise and Vincennes Bay, and Robert, Wilma and Rayner glaciers23

in Enderby Land, in East Antarctica. We attribute the changes to faster melting by warmer ocean24

waters.25

Plain Language Summary26

Ice velocity is a fundamental variable of glacier evolution that governs the transfer of27

mass from the ice sheets to the ocean. It is best measured from satellite platforms but long28

time series require combination of multiple satellite data of various performance levels and29

incomplete spatial coverage. We assembled the first set of continent-wide mosaics using 2 to30

5 years of data in each period to maximize spatial coverage and detect changes in ice dynam-31

ics ice sheet wide. The results reveal no signal over 2/3rd of the interior but important changes32

at the coast concentrated along channels occupied by outlet glaciers. In the Amundsen Sea Em-33

bayment sector of West Antarctica, changes are pervasive over the entire drainage, which in-34

dicates that the coastal forcing from the ocean affects the entire ice sheet. The products re-35

veal precise areas of rapid change in the West and East coasts of the Antarctica Peninsula, and36

in West and East Antarctica. These observations will help constrain ice sheet models in charge37

of reconstructing ice sheet past and projecting its evolution in a warming climate.38

1 Introduction39

The Antarctic Ice Sheet has been losing an increasing amount of mass in the last few40

decades, from 40±9 Gt/yr in 1979-1990, to 50±14 Gt/yr in 1989-2000, 166±18 Gt/yr in 1999-41

2009 and 252±26 Gt/yr in 2009-2017 (Rignot et al., 2019). During 2009-2017, the mass loss42

has been dominated by the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) sector of West Antarctica (159±843

Gt/yr), the Wilkes Land in East Antarctica (51±13 Gt/yr) and West and Northeast Peninsula44

(42±5 Gt/yr). The mass loss is caused by changes in ice dynamics caused by the presence of45

warmer waters on ice shelves and glacier grounding lines, which reduces the resistance to glacier46

flow and increases the transport of ice from the continent to the ocean versus the amount re-47

quired to keep the system in mass balance with the accumulation of snowfall over the drainage48

basins. Changes in speed measured at the grounding line, i.e. the transition boundary between49

grounded ice and ice floating in the ocean waters, combined with radar-derived measurements50

of ice thickness help constrain ice fluxes into ocean. It is however of importance to document51

how these changes affect the interior regions, how far inland, how fast, and where in Antarc-52

tica (Smith et al., 2020).53

Mapping of ice velocity on the ground with theodolites and Global Positioning System54

has long been supplanted by satellite techniques, with records spanning from the early days55

of Corona/Argon (Li et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2021) in the 1960s, Landsat-1 (Rignot et al., 2019)56

in the 1970s, to the Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) era of the 1990s with the European Earth57

Remote Sensing satellites 1 and 2 (ERS-1, 2), the 2000s with the European Envisat ASAR,58

the Canadian RADARSAT-1 and the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Advanced59

Land Observing System (ALOS) PALSAR, and the mid 2010s with the European Union Coper-60

nicus Sentinel-1a/b series (S1a/b), combined with an improved time series of optical data from61

Landsat-8 Operational Land Imagery (OLI) and Sentinel-2 (S2).62
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We produced the first continental scale of ice sheet motion in Antarctica using ten years63

of data from multiple SAR satellites (ERS-1/2, RADARSAT-1, Envisat) (Rignot et al., 2011).64

The product was subsequently improved and extended in time by applying feature tracking of65

Landsat-8 optical data in the summer months and S1a/b SAR data year round using speckle66

tracking (Mouginot et al., 2017). The mapping accuracy was improved by one order of mag-67

nitude using the interferometric phase of SAR data instead of speckle tracking over 80% of68

Antarctica (Mouginot et al., 2019). With phase-only velocity, we detected the continuous speedup69

of Pine Island Glacier in the 1990s, on a monthly basis, to the limit of the ERS-1 data acqui-70

sition (Rignot et al., 2002). While the phase-only product cannot be updated routinely with71

the existing suite of satellite data and acquisition strategy, we can use the augmented suite of72

satellites to assemble speckle-tracking-based ice sheet wide mosaics over multiple years to max-73

imize coverage and reduce data noise. In early 2024, phase-only products will become rou-74

tinely available, on a monthly to submonthly basis, using the SAR data of the joint NASA In-75

dian Space Research Organization (ISRO) NISAR mission (P. A. Rosen et al., 2016).76

Here, we present historical multi-year, mosaicked data at the continental scale, along with77

a delineation of ice sheet boundaries for each time period: 1) 1995-2001; 2) 2007-2009; 3)78

2014-2017; and 4) 2020-2022. As glaciers and ice shelves flow, the ice front positions migrate79

downstream until a calving event retreat them inland. Similarly, the grounding line may re-80

treat (advance) with time in regions of rapid thinning (thickening) so that the transition bound-81

ary between ice and ocean must be updated. The grounding line boundary is critical to ice sheet82

modelers because it defines a transition region where ice no longer experiences basal resis-83

tance to flow. We discuss the product quality, the observed changes in speed over the four time84

periods, how they appear geographically, spatially, and temporally. We conclude on the im-85

portance of the results for ice sheet modeling and for detecting areas of ongoing changes in86

mass balance.87

2 Data and Methods88

Satellite data. The SAR data employed in this study have been acquired under the um-89

brella of the Polar Space Task Group (PSTG), which was established under the auspices of90

the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Executive Council Panel of Experts on Po-91

lar Observations Research and Services. The group mandate was to provide coordination across92

International Space Agencies to facilitate acquisition and distribution of fundamental satellite93

datasets in support of polar science. Independently, the Landsat Science team independently94

provided the Landsat project at the United States Geological Survey with specific recommen-95

dations for ice sheet wide acquisitions for Landsat-8.96

For the 1995-2001 map, we employ ERS-1/2 and RADARSAT-1 SAR data. ERS-1/2 op-97

erated from 1995 to 2018, on a 1 day cycle in 1995-1996 during the tandem mission and on98

a 35-day cycle otherwise, at the C-band frequency (5.6 cm wavelength), with a spatial reso-99

lution of 13 x 4 m (range x azimuth), north of 81◦S. To process the data into a velocity map,100

we use speckle tracking (Michel & Rignot, 1999), the methodology in (Mouginot et al., 2012),101

and the mosaicking and calibration in (Mouginot et al., 2017). Speckle tracking uses sub-images102

of 64 x 256 pixels in range and azimuth and a search window of 16 x 16 pixels using the am-103

pcor routine from ROI-PAC (P. Rosen et al., 2004). In our definition of annual maps, we use104

acquisitions spanning from 1 July to 30 June of the next year (centered on 1 January). We use105

this convention because previous SAR campaigns (2000-2010) from ALOS, Envisat, or RADARSAT-106

1/2 were mostly acquired between October and March.107

RADARSAT-1 operated at C-band, on a 24-day cycle, at a resolution of 12 x 5 m, north108

of 77.5◦S. The first interferometry data were collected in Sept. - Oct. 1997, in left looking mode109

(to map South Pole), during the Antarctic Mapping Mission 1 (AMM-1) (Jezek, 2002). In-110

terferometry mapping was extended in right looking mode in Sept. to Nov. 2000 during the111

second Antarctic Mapping Mission (AMM-2) north of 80.1◦S. AMM-2 data was used to make112

a mosaic of Antarctic velocity constrained by few calibration points. Here, we re-processed113
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the AMM-1/2 data into a new mosaic, with improved speckle tracking, data stacking, and au-114

tomatic calibration which results in a higher velocity accuracy. Tracking uses averaging win-115

dows of 32 x 128 pixels in mode F6 (64 x 128 in mode F1) with search windows of 16 x 16116

pixels (32 x 32 in mode F1). ERS-1/2 data is used in West Antarctica and the Antarctic Penin-117

sula versus RADARSAT-1 elsewhere.118

Figure 1: Multi-year mosaics of Antarctica ice motion from years: a) 1995-2001; b) 2007-2009;
c) 2014-2017; and d) 2020-2022, color coded on a logarithmic scale from brown (low velocity)
to yellow, green, blue and purple (high velocity) in m/yr. Projection is polar stereographic with a
secant plane at 71◦S (ESPG 3031). (e-h) Error in velocity in the order of a-d, and (i-l) pair count
for each mosaic.

For the 2007-2009 map, we employed ERS-2 SAR, Envisat ASAR, ALOS PALSAR and119

RADARSAT-2. Envisat ASAR operated with a 35-day cycle, at the C-band frequency, with120

a spatial resolution of 13 x 4 m, north of 79.4◦S. Envisat provided the first interferometric coast-121

to-coast tracks across Antarctica, which proved critical to produce a fully calibrated mosaic122

of East Antarctic motion. In mode IS2, we tracked sub-images 64 x 256 pixels with a search123
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window of 32 x 32 pixels. RADARSAT-2 operated at a 24-day repeat cycle at the C-band fre-124

quency and 12 x 5 m spacing in left looking mode, which allowed the first complete interfer-125

ometric coverage of South Pole in 2009. Speckle tracking is the same as for RADARSAT-1.126

Finally, ALOS PALSAR operated at the L-band frequency (24 cm wavelength), at a 46127

day repeat cycle, with a resolution of 7 x 4 m, north of 77.5◦S. We tracked sub-images 64 x128

128 pixels in mode S2, 32 x 128 in mode S3, and 64 x 256 in mode S5, with search windows129

of 32 x 24 pixels. ALOS PALSAR provided superior coherence data at the L-band frequency130

but with more ionospheric noise than at C-band. These perturbations were corrected using an131

ionospheric removal algorithm for the phase data only (Liao et al., 2018). We tracked sub-images132

128 x 256 pixels in mode FN1 with a search window of 64 x 64 pixels.133

For the 2014-2017 and 2020-2022 maps, we employed S1-a/b, RADARSAT-2, and Landsat-134

8 data. S1a acquired data at a 12-day repeat cycle, at the C-band frequency (5.6 cm wavelength)135

in right looking mode, at a resolution of 12 x 43 m in Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) mode136

using Progressive Scans SAR (TOPS) technique, and north of 79◦S. S1b was placed in a 6-137

day repeat mode with S1a in 2016. A TOPS IW swath is 250-km wide and is formed by com-138

bining 3 sub-swaths acquired in parallel. Each sub-swath consists of a series of bursts with139

their own doppler history. S1a is a right looking SAR, hence looking away from South Pole.140

The large gap around South Pole persists with sensors with right looking capability, except141

RADARSAT-2. For S1a/b, tracking is done with sub-images 192 x 48 pixels and search win-142

dows 32 x 8 pixels. After the launch of S1a/b, RADARSAT-2 focused on left looking mode143

to cover the interior of Antarctica.144

For Landsat-8 (2013-2022), we use the panchromatic channel (Band 8) which has the145

highest spatial resolution (15 m) and covers a wavelength range between 0.5 and 0.68 µm north146

of 82.7◦S. A 3 by 3 Sobel filter is applied in the horizontal directions to enhance small scale147

features and attenuate albedo changes. To assist feature tracking, we employ the a-priori dis-148

placements from prior velocity mappings. This step makes it possible to reduce the search area149

for pixel offsets at each location to windows about 4 by 4 pixels in size, with windows of 32150

x 32 pixels, to reduce the computational load.151

The gridded velocity data is distributed at 450 m in NetCDF format in Polar Stereographic152

(ESPG 3031) projection with true scale at 71◦S. The data are accompanied by time-dependent153

shape files of the ice front and grounding line positions derived from SAR data, error maps154

for the velocity products, and amplitude imagery. The error is a weighted average of the nom-155

inal error in speed from each sensor (Mouginot et al., 2017).156

Mosaicking and calibration. We use an automated calibration that takes advantage of157

ice velocity products from prior surveys (Mouginot et al., 2017). Offsets are first cleaned us-158

ing median filtering. Afterward, a reference is extracted from prior surveys, converted into pixel159

displacement, and divided in 9 equally-sized sectors where reference displacements are sorted160

by magnitude. The 20% lowest speeds are used for calibration to minimize the impact of fast161

ice flow variation. The calibration is done by fitting the difference between the reference and162

offset map with a quadratic plane or a constant value for S1a/b and Landsat-8, respectively.163

To avoid long regions with high surface velocity, we perform the calibration on regions of con-164

catenated data which includes multiple low to zero motion data. Geocoding use the BedMa-165

chine Antarctica Digital Elevation Model. The nominal errors in ice velocity are typically a166

few meters per year. The precision of data from a particular sensor depends on its resolution167

and its repeat cycle. Because sensors differ in both, their precision varies accordingly.168

3 Results169

The grounded ice sector of Antarctica decreased from 12,380,536 km2 in 1995-2001 to170

12,377,057 km2 in 2007-2008, 12,373,831 km2 in 2014-2017, and 12,369,049 for km2 in 2020-171

2022, for a total loss of 3,479 km2, 6,705 km2, and 11,4872, respectively, since 1995-2001 as172

a result of grounding line retreat. On average, the Antarctic grounded ice decreased by 425±20173
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km2 per year in 1995-2022. The floating ice sector decreased from 1,602,920 km2 to 1,565,061174

km2 in 2007-2008, 1,574,597 km2 in 2014-2017, and 1,574,275 2 in 2020-2022, or a net loss175

of 37,859 km2, 28,324 km2, and 28,644 km2 as a result of calving (loss) and advance (gain).176

The average loss is 1,060±200 km2, or twice faster than the rate of grounded ice loss. Ice shelves177

retreat faster than grounded ice.178

Figure 2: Multi-year mosaic of increase in speed for: a) 1995-2001 to 2007-2009; b) 2007-2009
to 2014-2017, and c) 2014-2017 to 2020-2022, with details for d) the Northern Antarctic Penin-
sula; e) the southern Antarctic Peninsula, f) ASE; g) Getz, Hull and Land, in West Antarctica; h)
Matusevitch, i) Ninnis and Mertz, k) Denman, l) Amery Ice Shelf, and m) Stancomb Wills in East
Antarctica with color coding from dark blue (< -100 m/yr) to red (>+100 m/yr) overlaid on the
shaded-relief TanDEM-X digital elevation model of Antarctica. Areas with no velocity data are
transparent. Panels d-e, h, k-m are the changes from 1995-2001 to 2014-2017; i is from 2007-2009
to 2014-2017; f-g from 1995-2001 to 2020-2022.

In 1995-2001, we mapped 75.4% of the ice sheet velocity and 74.6% of the floating ice179

velocity in area. The performance improved to 92.2%, 90.3%, and 84% for 2007-2009, 2014-180

2017, and 2020-2022, respectively, for grounded ice and 92.6%, 99.5%, and 99.9%, respec-181

tively for floating ice. Hence, the advent of new satellite missions has considerably reduced182

the duration needed for complete mapping, especially along the coast.183
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Over an area 888,320 km2 in size in central East Antarctica with non-zero velocity for184

all four periods, the average speed is 4.1±3.6, 3.1±2.3, 2.5±1.5 m/yr, and 2.2±1.3m/yr, for the185

four periods 1995-2001, 2007-2009, 2014-2017, and 2020-2022, respectively. We detect changes186

in speed of 0.9±4.0 m/yr in 1995-2001 versus 2007-2009, 1.5±3.5 m/yr in 2007-2009 versus187

2014-2017, and 0.3±1.2 m/yr in 2014-2017 versus 2020-2022. Hence, our noise level is 1.5188

m/yr in 2007-2009, 2014-2017, and 2020-2022 versus 3.5 m/yr in 1995-2001. The last two189

time periods have seen a 10 x increase in the number of data available compared to prior pe-190

riods (Figure 1). Over a contiguous area of 8,909,100 km2 for which speed is non zero on all191

four periods, we find that 58% did not change at a detectable level (±3.5 m/yr) in 1995-2001192

versus 2007-2009, 73% in 2007-2009 versus 2014-2017 (±, and 65% in 2014-2017 versus 2020-193

2022. Hence roughly 2/3rd of Antarctica does not change in speed at a detectable level.194

On the large ice shelves, e.g. Ross, Filchner-Ronne, Amery, we eliminate changes in mo-195

tion caused by the normal advance of ice fronts or their retreat due to calving events by us-196

ing the ice masks for each time period. After applying this filter, we detect differential mo-197

tion near many ice shelf fronts along sharp boundaries that coincide with active rift zones. A198

rift is an ice shelf fracture across the entire vertical column of the ice shelf. The rift is active199

if it propagates with time. On Filchner, ice on the northern side of two rifts parallel to the ice200

front, about 48 km (west) and 108 km (east) in length, respectively, and 68 km south of the201

ice front, increased their speed by 300 m/yr and 110 m/yr in 1995-2007 and -110 m/yr and202

+40 m/yr in 2007-2014. These velocity differential are precursor to calving events since the203

rifts are opening. On Amery, the divergence of the ice front as the ice shelf margins detach204

from the bay walls results in ice blocks rotating to the east on the east side and blocks rotat-205

ing to the west on the west side, with differential motion of the order of 100 m/yr in oppo-206

site directions. On Ross, ice blocks in 1995-2001 which calved off parallel to the ice front be-207

tween 1995 and 2007 experienced differential speeds on each side of the rift of up to +200208

m/yr. Finally, ice blocks on the sides of major ice shelves, e.g. Ronne, experienced block ro-209

tation as ice moved past the margins of the bay walls (Larour et al., 2014).210

More complex patterns are visible on Stancomb Wills and Denman in East Antarctica.211

On Stancomb-Wills, a rift 84 km in length, 18 km north of the grounding line between Stan-212

comb Wills and Brunt Ice Shelf, sped up to 700 m/yr in 1995-2007 and the entire Brunt Ice213

Shelf sped up in 2014-2020. The pattern of ice motion has been attributed to the presence of214

active rifts and faults in the ice shelf (Larour et al., 2014). On Denman Glacier, the ice shelf215

and the glacier sped up starting in 1995-2007 and ongoing to present. The slower-moving ice216

shelf to the west of Denman, however, experienced enhanced friction along Denman ice tongue217

and sped up by 200 m/yr.218

Of particular interest is the detection of the horizontal extent of glacier speed up in the219

interior regions. In West Antarctica, speed up is detected up to the ice divide of the northern220

branch of the drainage basin of Pine Island. In the southern branch, the satellite coverage is221

not sufficient but sparse results indicate that speed up occurs as well (Fig. 2). On Thwaites,222

the speed up propagates to the limit of our data, about 250 km south of the grounding line.223

Speed up affects most of the mapped drainages of Pope, Smith, and Kohler glaciers farther224

west. On Getz, the speed up propagates to within 80 km from the ice divide where data qual-225

ity degrades. Similarly, speed up on DeVicq, Berry, Hull and Land glaciers propagate to their226

ice divides. In East Antarctica, on Denman, we detect speed up more than 400 km from the227

grounding line, along a deep trough. Conversely, we detect only a weak speed up for Totten228

and Frost/Holmes. Similarly, the speed up of Ninnis and Mertz is localized within 100-200229

km of the coast.230

In the Antarctic Peninsula, we detect a widespread acceleration of glaciers along the en-231

tire west coast, as reported previously in (Pritchard & Vaughan, 2007) for 1995-2001 and ex-232

tended to 2017 in (Rignot et al., 2019). The speedup is ongoing and extends for each glacier233

from the ice fronts to the flanks of the central spine of the Antarctic Peninsula, i.e. more than234

20-40 km inland, for all the marine-terminating glaciers. The glacier acceleration affects Flem-235

ing glacier to the south and all the major glaciers feeding into GeorgeVI Ice Shelf. The sig-236
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Figure 3: Multi-year mosaic of change in ice motion from 1995-2001 to 2020-2022, except for
Getz and Georges VI where we use change from 2007-2009 to 2020-2022. Color coding is the
same as Figure 2.

nal from the large (unnamed) glaciers flowing into GeorgeVI Ice Shelf Hogg et al. (2017) prop-237

agates to the limit of our data, within 10-20 km of the ice divide. A similar speed up is de-238

tected along the east coast of the Antarctic Peninsula starting north of Larsen A, in Trinity Penin-239

sula, and extending into Larsen B and the northern half of Larsen C. The speed up is felt to240

the flanks of the central spine of the Antarctic Peninsula. Glacier speed up becomes more spo-241

radic on Larsen D, typically at less than 40 m/yr, but in the case of glacier changes, we de-242

tect an acceleration propagating to the limit of our data, or within 10 km of the ice divides.243

There are also notable examples of slow down. The most dominant slow down remains244

for the Siple Coast ice streams in West Antarctica (Thomas et al., 2013). The slow down of245

Mercer, Whillans, Van der Veen, and MacAyeal ice streams is detected 300-400 km inland of246

the grounding line and ongoing (Fig. 3). The magnitude of the slow down remains small, how-247

ever, about 100 m/yr since 1995. In contrast, glaciers like Pine Island increased their speed248

by 2 km/yr since 1995. More surprisingly, we note the slow down of Venable Ice Shelf, in West249

Antarctica during the entire period and Shirase Glacier in East Antarctica.250

4 Discussion251

The mosaic products represent a massive data gathering, processing, and calibration ef-252

fort of multi-sensor data. It took 5 years of data to cover 75% of Antarctica in 1995-2001 and253

2 years in 2007-2009 to cover 90% of Antarctica. Since the launch of S1a/b and Landsat-8,254
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in addition to RADARSAT-2, a 90% coverage of Antarctica is possible to achieve within 2-255

3 years. All of these products were generated using a speckle tracking technique, which lim-256

its the precision of mapping to 2-3 m/yr. With a phase-only mapping using SAR data, as done257

over 80% of Antarctica (Mouginot et al., 2019), the noise level drops to 10-20 cm/yr, which258

makes it possible to map changes in speed 10 x times more precisely than herein, hence closer259

to the flanks of ice divides. Although phase-only data is difficult to use with S1a/b due to the260

mode of radar data acquisition, progress has been made using corrected phase data to map ground-261

ing lines (Mohajerani et al., 2021) and even ice velocity (Andersen et al., 2020), albeit only262

in one look direction since S1a/b only acquire descending tracks in Antarctica. ALOS PALSAR-263

2 data is difficult to access, data acquisition is limited to select areas in Antarctica, and com-264

binations of ascending/descending tracks are not currently acquired. RADARSAT-2 data in left265

looking mode helps complete the phase mapping of areas closest to South Pole, but data ac-266

quisition competes with commercial activities, so the mission cannot be used to detect changes267

in speed on an annual basis. Lastly, Landsat-8 OLI is fundamentally limited in precision by268

feature tracking. There is no phase equivalent with optical data. The only possibility is to use269

longer temporal baselines (>1 year) at the cost of signal noise. The first opportunity for large-270

scale, continuous, phase mapping will be provided by the NISAR mission, at a 12-day repeat271

cycle, at the L-band frequency, with descending and ascending tracks over the entire Antarc-272

tic continent in left looking mode (P. A. Rosen et al., 2016).273

With speckle tracking, we detect glacier speed up to our limit of detectability or the limit274

of data acquisition. The extent of the speed up is in ASE is consistent with the pattern of cu-275

mulative thinning observed from ICESat1-/ICESat-2 over the entire basin for 2003-2019 (Smith276

et al., 2020). The results indicate that changes in glacier flow propagate far inland, many 100277

km’s, to reach ice divides. On Getz Ice Shelf, we find a strong correlation between speedup278

and fast moving glaciers, which is only apparent with ICESat because of the large spacing be-279

tween tracks. Flow acceleration is widespread but stronger on the west side of Getz. The West280

side is also more exposed to warm water (Jacobs et al., 2013) and the bathymetry favors a stronger281

circulation of ocean heat than on the east side (Millan et al., 2019). These results support the282

hypothesis that the ocean plays a major role in destabilizing the glaciers.283

The speedup of Hull and Land glaciers is interesting because it extends the domain of284

ice flow acceleration farther west. These glaciers must also be affected by warm waters, but285

the presence of warm waters in front of them has not been discussed. Farther west, along Nick-286

erson and Sulzberger ice shelves, glacier acceleration is weak to non existent, which suggests287

a limited influence of warm waters. This transition is consistent with a shallower seafloor on288

the continental shelf at that location (Arndt, 2013), which would block the access of subsur-289

face warm waters to the continental shelf and the glaciers. Similarly, we do not detect speed290

up of the glaciers draining into Abbot Ice Shelf due to its shallow seafloor (Cochran et al., 2014).291

In East Antarctica, the speedup of Denman Glacier propagates 400 km inland, along its292

deep trough, consistent the pattern in (Smith et al., 2020). But we we do not observe a large293

acceleration in the basin of Totten Glacier. Either our measurement error is too high or the glacier294

accelerated prior to the 1990s, therefore already out of balance in the 1990s. The latter ex-295

planation is supported by the estimated negative mass balance of the glacier in the 1990s (Rig-296

not et al., 2019). Similarly, we do not detect speed up on Frost and Holmes glacier despite297

significant thinning, but the glaciers were also out of balance in the 1990s.298

In the Antarctic Peninsula, our results are more detailed than ICESat and reveal that all299

marine-terminating glaciers are speeding up, including those flowing into Larsen C. The lat-300

ter observation implies that basal melting of Larsen C ice shelf is likely to have increased, which301

was suggested as an possible lead explanation for the thinning of the ice shelf (Shepherd et302

al., 2003), however not confirmed by available ocean data (Nicholls et al., 2012).303

The strong connection between coastal changes and interior regions in many parts of Antarc-304

tica has profound implications for ice sheet models. Models often report weak coupling be-305

tween grounding lines and upstream areas, i.e. the effect of speed up is not expected to ex-306
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ceed a region of a few km (Mayer & Huybrechts, 1999). Matching the extent of the speed up307

and its timing will help constrain basal sliding and the type of sliding law to use (Joughin et308

al., 2019), determine the nature of the bed (weak till versus hard bedrock), evaluate the per-309

formance of various approximations, e.g. the MacAyeal shelfy stream model, the Blatter-Pattyn310

model, or a full Full-Stockes model (Morlighem et al., 2010) on how they balance stresses near311

the grounding line and beyond, and refine the treatment of ice ocean interaction at grounding312

lines (Seroussi & Morlighem, 2018). Model adjustments with these observations should con-313

siderably reduce the uncertainties of projections.314

Many of the glaciers that speed up are already known to be close to warm waters, e.g.315

the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula from Trinity Land to Fleming Glacier, GeorgeVI, Fer-316

rigno, ASE, and Getz (Jenkins et al., 2016). Conversely, we lack ocean data on others, e.g.317

Hull and Land in West Antarctica, and Matusevitch, Ninnis, Frost, Rayner, Robert and Wilma318

in East Antarctica (Silvano et al., 2016). It would be of interest to address the issue of the pres-319

ence of CDW near these glaciers. In West Antarctica, bathymetry coverage is sparse in front320

of Hull and Land glaciers, which should urgently be alleviated. A deep trough exist beneath321

Matusevitch (Morlighem et al., 2020), but there is no data to constrain the trough off shore.322

A deep trough exists beneath Ninnis that connects it to the deep, broad, submarine Wilkes Sub-323

glacial basin, but bathymetry coverage off shore is sparse, with no detail on the continental324

shelf. In the case of Frost and Holmes, the bed rises rapidly inland of the grounding line (Morlighem325

et al., 2020), so the potential for rapid retreat is lower than the other glaciers. Similarly, the326

glacier changes in Enderby Land, with Rayner, Robert and Wilma glaciers, also merit further327

investigation. These glaciers are not expected to be near warm waters a priori, but the bathymetry328

of the continental shelf is poorly known, yet the glaciers flow down a deep trough, hence are329

prone to rapid retreat. The troughs may extend off-shore since they were formed from basal330

erosion by former glacier advances (Allison et al., n.d.). If they retreat down these slopes, En-331

derby Land will become an archipelago. Finally, we note that Conger Ice Shelf, which col-332

lapsed in March 2022, was near warm CDW based on sea-mammal temperature data (Fig. S5333

in (Brancato et al., 2020)). Conger has been retreating and speeding up steadily over the last334

25 years, hence did not collapse only because of the warm 2022 summer event.335

As our capability to map ice velocity increases in precision with phase-only mapping336

and more data acquisitions, we expect further progress in our ability to detect glacier changes,337

the extend of these changes inland, and better constrain ice sheet models over entire drainage338

basins. While speckle tracking has enabled spectacular progress in our mapping of glaciers339

and ice sheets over the past 28 years, it is essential to pursue these studies with phase-only340

data in the future to capture the full extent of the variability in ice flow in Antarctica.341

5 Conclusions342

In this study, we present the most comprehensive set of historical multi-year mosaic maps343

of Antarctica spanning from 1995 to 2022 using a speckle tracking approach. The products344

are accompanied by a delineation of ice boundaries, ice shelf fronts, and grounding lines, along345

with errors, of immediate interest and relevance to ice sheet models. The products have a nom-346

inal precision of a few meters per year, which allows the detection of changes far inland, al-347

though locally the errors may exceed these nominal values. Over most of interior Antarctica,348

we detect no change in speed. In many places, we are also not certain where changes stop prop-349

agating because our signal to noise ratio becomes too low. In the most important systems, e.g.350

ASE and Getz, the signal propagates to the ice divides, hence revealing a strong connection351

between grounding lines and the interior. In the Wilkes Land sector of East Antarctica, where352

changes in speed are lower, speckle tracking is not precise enough to delineate the full extent353

of speed up. This limitation will be lifted using phase-only data, e.g. with the launch of the354

NISAR mission in early 2024. We expect that these observations will provide additional con-355

straints for ice sheet models in charge of reconstructing the past evolution of the ice sheet and356

predict its evolution in the coming century.357
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Key Points:7

• We present historical, continent-wide, mosaics of Antarctic motion using a suite of satel-8

lite sensors spanning the past 28 years.9

• We report areas of accelerated ice flow stretching over 100 km’s from the coast and the10

drainage of the entire Amundsen Sea sector.11

• The observed, ongoing, detailed glacier changes will help constrain ice sheet numer-12

ical models in charge of reconstruction and projection.13
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Abstract14

Ice motion and ice boundary are critical information for ice sheet models that project ice evo-15

lution in a warming climate. We present four historical, continent-wide, maps of Antarctic ice16

motion and boundary for the time period 1995-2022. The results reveal no change in 2/3rd17

of the interior regions, block rotation and rift propagation at ice shelf fronts, and widespread18

glacier speedup that propagates from 10 to 100 km’s inland. Speedup affects the entire drainage19

of the Amundsen Sea Embayment sector, in West Antarctica; the entire west coast of the Antarc-20

tic Peninsula down to GeorgeVI Ice Shelf; the east coast down to Larsen C Ice Shelf; Getz21

Ice Shelf, Hull and Land glaciers in West Antarctica; Matusevitch, Ninnis, Mertz and Den-22

man glaciers, glaciers in Porpoise and Vincennes Bay, and Robert, Wilma and Rayner glaciers23

in Enderby Land, in East Antarctica. We attribute the changes to faster melting by warmer ocean24

waters.25

Plain Language Summary26

Ice velocity is a fundamental variable of glacier evolution that governs the transfer of27

mass from the ice sheets to the ocean. It is best measured from satellite platforms but long28

time series require combination of multiple satellite data of various performance levels and29

incomplete spatial coverage. We assembled the first set of continent-wide mosaics using 2 to30

5 years of data in each period to maximize spatial coverage and detect changes in ice dynam-31

ics ice sheet wide. The results reveal no signal over 2/3rd of the interior but important changes32

at the coast concentrated along channels occupied by outlet glaciers. In the Amundsen Sea Em-33

bayment sector of West Antarctica, changes are pervasive over the entire drainage, which in-34

dicates that the coastal forcing from the ocean affects the entire ice sheet. The products re-35

veal precise areas of rapid change in the West and East coasts of the Antarctica Peninsula, and36

in West and East Antarctica. These observations will help constrain ice sheet models in charge37

of reconstructing ice sheet past and projecting its evolution in a warming climate.38

1 Introduction39

The Antarctic Ice Sheet has been losing an increasing amount of mass in the last few40

decades, from 40±9 Gt/yr in 1979-1990, to 50±14 Gt/yr in 1989-2000, 166±18 Gt/yr in 1999-41

2009 and 252±26 Gt/yr in 2009-2017 (Rignot et al., 2019). During 2009-2017, the mass loss42

has been dominated by the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) sector of West Antarctica (159±843

Gt/yr), the Wilkes Land in East Antarctica (51±13 Gt/yr) and West and Northeast Peninsula44

(42±5 Gt/yr). The mass loss is caused by changes in ice dynamics caused by the presence of45

warmer waters on ice shelves and glacier grounding lines, which reduces the resistance to glacier46

flow and increases the transport of ice from the continent to the ocean versus the amount re-47

quired to keep the system in mass balance with the accumulation of snowfall over the drainage48

basins. Changes in speed measured at the grounding line, i.e. the transition boundary between49

grounded ice and ice floating in the ocean waters, combined with radar-derived measurements50

of ice thickness help constrain ice fluxes into ocean. It is however of importance to document51

how these changes affect the interior regions, how far inland, how fast, and where in Antarc-52

tica (Smith et al., 2020).53

Mapping of ice velocity on the ground with theodolites and Global Positioning System54

has long been supplanted by satellite techniques, with records spanning from the early days55

of Corona/Argon (Li et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2021) in the 1960s, Landsat-1 (Rignot et al., 2019)56

in the 1970s, to the Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) era of the 1990s with the European Earth57

Remote Sensing satellites 1 and 2 (ERS-1, 2), the 2000s with the European Envisat ASAR,58

the Canadian RADARSAT-1 and the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Advanced59

Land Observing System (ALOS) PALSAR, and the mid 2010s with the European Union Coper-60

nicus Sentinel-1a/b series (S1a/b), combined with an improved time series of optical data from61

Landsat-8 Operational Land Imagery (OLI) and Sentinel-2 (S2).62
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We produced the first continental scale of ice sheet motion in Antarctica using ten years63

of data from multiple SAR satellites (ERS-1/2, RADARSAT-1, Envisat) (Rignot et al., 2011).64

The product was subsequently improved and extended in time by applying feature tracking of65

Landsat-8 optical data in the summer months and S1a/b SAR data year round using speckle66

tracking (Mouginot et al., 2017). The mapping accuracy was improved by one order of mag-67

nitude using the interferometric phase of SAR data instead of speckle tracking over 80% of68

Antarctica (Mouginot et al., 2019). With phase-only velocity, we detected the continuous speedup69

of Pine Island Glacier in the 1990s, on a monthly basis, to the limit of the ERS-1 data acqui-70

sition (Rignot et al., 2002). While the phase-only product cannot be updated routinely with71

the existing suite of satellite data and acquisition strategy, we can use the augmented suite of72

satellites to assemble speckle-tracking-based ice sheet wide mosaics over multiple years to max-73

imize coverage and reduce data noise. In early 2024, phase-only products will become rou-74

tinely available, on a monthly to submonthly basis, using the SAR data of the joint NASA In-75

dian Space Research Organization (ISRO) NISAR mission (P. A. Rosen et al., 2016).76

Here, we present historical multi-year, mosaicked data at the continental scale, along with77

a delineation of ice sheet boundaries for each time period: 1) 1995-2001; 2) 2007-2009; 3)78

2014-2017; and 4) 2020-2022. As glaciers and ice shelves flow, the ice front positions migrate79

downstream until a calving event retreat them inland. Similarly, the grounding line may re-80

treat (advance) with time in regions of rapid thinning (thickening) so that the transition bound-81

ary between ice and ocean must be updated. The grounding line boundary is critical to ice sheet82

modelers because it defines a transition region where ice no longer experiences basal resis-83

tance to flow. We discuss the product quality, the observed changes in speed over the four time84

periods, how they appear geographically, spatially, and temporally. We conclude on the im-85

portance of the results for ice sheet modeling and for detecting areas of ongoing changes in86

mass balance.87

2 Data and Methods88

Satellite data. The SAR data employed in this study have been acquired under the um-89

brella of the Polar Space Task Group (PSTG), which was established under the auspices of90

the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Executive Council Panel of Experts on Po-91

lar Observations Research and Services. The group mandate was to provide coordination across92

International Space Agencies to facilitate acquisition and distribution of fundamental satellite93

datasets in support of polar science. Independently, the Landsat Science team independently94

provided the Landsat project at the United States Geological Survey with specific recommen-95

dations for ice sheet wide acquisitions for Landsat-8.96

For the 1995-2001 map, we employ ERS-1/2 and RADARSAT-1 SAR data. ERS-1/2 op-97

erated from 1995 to 2018, on a 1 day cycle in 1995-1996 during the tandem mission and on98

a 35-day cycle otherwise, at the C-band frequency (5.6 cm wavelength), with a spatial reso-99

lution of 13 x 4 m (range x azimuth), north of 81◦S. To process the data into a velocity map,100

we use speckle tracking (Michel & Rignot, 1999), the methodology in (Mouginot et al., 2012),101

and the mosaicking and calibration in (Mouginot et al., 2017). Speckle tracking uses sub-images102

of 64 x 256 pixels in range and azimuth and a search window of 16 x 16 pixels using the am-103

pcor routine from ROI-PAC (P. Rosen et al., 2004). In our definition of annual maps, we use104

acquisitions spanning from 1 July to 30 June of the next year (centered on 1 January). We use105

this convention because previous SAR campaigns (2000-2010) from ALOS, Envisat, or RADARSAT-106

1/2 were mostly acquired between October and March.107

RADARSAT-1 operated at C-band, on a 24-day cycle, at a resolution of 12 x 5 m, north108

of 77.5◦S. The first interferometry data were collected in Sept. - Oct. 1997, in left looking mode109

(to map South Pole), during the Antarctic Mapping Mission 1 (AMM-1) (Jezek, 2002). In-110

terferometry mapping was extended in right looking mode in Sept. to Nov. 2000 during the111

second Antarctic Mapping Mission (AMM-2) north of 80.1◦S. AMM-2 data was used to make112

a mosaic of Antarctic velocity constrained by few calibration points. Here, we re-processed113
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the AMM-1/2 data into a new mosaic, with improved speckle tracking, data stacking, and au-114

tomatic calibration which results in a higher velocity accuracy. Tracking uses averaging win-115

dows of 32 x 128 pixels in mode F6 (64 x 128 in mode F1) with search windows of 16 x 16116

pixels (32 x 32 in mode F1). ERS-1/2 data is used in West Antarctica and the Antarctic Penin-117

sula versus RADARSAT-1 elsewhere.118

Figure 1: Multi-year mosaics of Antarctica ice motion from years: a) 1995-2001; b) 2007-2009;
c) 2014-2017; and d) 2020-2022, color coded on a logarithmic scale from brown (low velocity)
to yellow, green, blue and purple (high velocity) in m/yr. Projection is polar stereographic with a
secant plane at 71◦S (ESPG 3031). (e-h) Error in velocity in the order of a-d, and (i-l) pair count
for each mosaic.

For the 2007-2009 map, we employed ERS-2 SAR, Envisat ASAR, ALOS PALSAR and119

RADARSAT-2. Envisat ASAR operated with a 35-day cycle, at the C-band frequency, with120

a spatial resolution of 13 x 4 m, north of 79.4◦S. Envisat provided the first interferometric coast-121

to-coast tracks across Antarctica, which proved critical to produce a fully calibrated mosaic122

of East Antarctic motion. In mode IS2, we tracked sub-images 64 x 256 pixels with a search123
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window of 32 x 32 pixels. RADARSAT-2 operated at a 24-day repeat cycle at the C-band fre-124

quency and 12 x 5 m spacing in left looking mode, which allowed the first complete interfer-125

ometric coverage of South Pole in 2009. Speckle tracking is the same as for RADARSAT-1.126

Finally, ALOS PALSAR operated at the L-band frequency (24 cm wavelength), at a 46127

day repeat cycle, with a resolution of 7 x 4 m, north of 77.5◦S. We tracked sub-images 64 x128

128 pixels in mode S2, 32 x 128 in mode S3, and 64 x 256 in mode S5, with search windows129

of 32 x 24 pixels. ALOS PALSAR provided superior coherence data at the L-band frequency130

but with more ionospheric noise than at C-band. These perturbations were corrected using an131

ionospheric removal algorithm for the phase data only (Liao et al., 2018). We tracked sub-images132

128 x 256 pixels in mode FN1 with a search window of 64 x 64 pixels.133

For the 2014-2017 and 2020-2022 maps, we employed S1-a/b, RADARSAT-2, and Landsat-134

8 data. S1a acquired data at a 12-day repeat cycle, at the C-band frequency (5.6 cm wavelength)135

in right looking mode, at a resolution of 12 x 43 m in Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) mode136

using Progressive Scans SAR (TOPS) technique, and north of 79◦S. S1b was placed in a 6-137

day repeat mode with S1a in 2016. A TOPS IW swath is 250-km wide and is formed by com-138

bining 3 sub-swaths acquired in parallel. Each sub-swath consists of a series of bursts with139

their own doppler history. S1a is a right looking SAR, hence looking away from South Pole.140

The large gap around South Pole persists with sensors with right looking capability, except141

RADARSAT-2. For S1a/b, tracking is done with sub-images 192 x 48 pixels and search win-142

dows 32 x 8 pixels. After the launch of S1a/b, RADARSAT-2 focused on left looking mode143

to cover the interior of Antarctica.144

For Landsat-8 (2013-2022), we use the panchromatic channel (Band 8) which has the145

highest spatial resolution (15 m) and covers a wavelength range between 0.5 and 0.68 µm north146

of 82.7◦S. A 3 by 3 Sobel filter is applied in the horizontal directions to enhance small scale147

features and attenuate albedo changes. To assist feature tracking, we employ the a-priori dis-148

placements from prior velocity mappings. This step makes it possible to reduce the search area149

for pixel offsets at each location to windows about 4 by 4 pixels in size, with windows of 32150

x 32 pixels, to reduce the computational load.151

The gridded velocity data is distributed at 450 m in NetCDF format in Polar Stereographic152

(ESPG 3031) projection with true scale at 71◦S. The data are accompanied by time-dependent153

shape files of the ice front and grounding line positions derived from SAR data, error maps154

for the velocity products, and amplitude imagery. The error is a weighted average of the nom-155

inal error in speed from each sensor (Mouginot et al., 2017).156

Mosaicking and calibration. We use an automated calibration that takes advantage of157

ice velocity products from prior surveys (Mouginot et al., 2017). Offsets are first cleaned us-158

ing median filtering. Afterward, a reference is extracted from prior surveys, converted into pixel159

displacement, and divided in 9 equally-sized sectors where reference displacements are sorted160

by magnitude. The 20% lowest speeds are used for calibration to minimize the impact of fast161

ice flow variation. The calibration is done by fitting the difference between the reference and162

offset map with a quadratic plane or a constant value for S1a/b and Landsat-8, respectively.163

To avoid long regions with high surface velocity, we perform the calibration on regions of con-164

catenated data which includes multiple low to zero motion data. Geocoding use the BedMa-165

chine Antarctica Digital Elevation Model. The nominal errors in ice velocity are typically a166

few meters per year. The precision of data from a particular sensor depends on its resolution167

and its repeat cycle. Because sensors differ in both, their precision varies accordingly.168

3 Results169

The grounded ice sector of Antarctica decreased from 12,380,536 km2 in 1995-2001 to170

12,377,057 km2 in 2007-2008, 12,373,831 km2 in 2014-2017, and 12,369,049 for km2 in 2020-171

2022, for a total loss of 3,479 km2, 6,705 km2, and 11,4872, respectively, since 1995-2001 as172

a result of grounding line retreat. On average, the Antarctic grounded ice decreased by 425±20173
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km2 per year in 1995-2022. The floating ice sector decreased from 1,602,920 km2 to 1,565,061174

km2 in 2007-2008, 1,574,597 km2 in 2014-2017, and 1,574,275 2 in 2020-2022, or a net loss175

of 37,859 km2, 28,324 km2, and 28,644 km2 as a result of calving (loss) and advance (gain).176

The average loss is 1,060±200 km2, or twice faster than the rate of grounded ice loss. Ice shelves177

retreat faster than grounded ice.178

Figure 2: Multi-year mosaic of increase in speed for: a) 1995-2001 to 2007-2009; b) 2007-2009
to 2014-2017, and c) 2014-2017 to 2020-2022, with details for d) the Northern Antarctic Penin-
sula; e) the southern Antarctic Peninsula, f) ASE; g) Getz, Hull and Land, in West Antarctica; h)
Matusevitch, i) Ninnis and Mertz, k) Denman, l) Amery Ice Shelf, and m) Stancomb Wills in East
Antarctica with color coding from dark blue (< -100 m/yr) to red (>+100 m/yr) overlaid on the
shaded-relief TanDEM-X digital elevation model of Antarctica. Areas with no velocity data are
transparent. Panels d-e, h, k-m are the changes from 1995-2001 to 2014-2017; i is from 2007-2009
to 2014-2017; f-g from 1995-2001 to 2020-2022.

In 1995-2001, we mapped 75.4% of the ice sheet velocity and 74.6% of the floating ice179

velocity in area. The performance improved to 92.2%, 90.3%, and 84% for 2007-2009, 2014-180

2017, and 2020-2022, respectively, for grounded ice and 92.6%, 99.5%, and 99.9%, respec-181

tively for floating ice. Hence, the advent of new satellite missions has considerably reduced182

the duration needed for complete mapping, especially along the coast.183
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Over an area 888,320 km2 in size in central East Antarctica with non-zero velocity for184

all four periods, the average speed is 4.1±3.6, 3.1±2.3, 2.5±1.5 m/yr, and 2.2±1.3m/yr, for the185

four periods 1995-2001, 2007-2009, 2014-2017, and 2020-2022, respectively. We detect changes186

in speed of 0.9±4.0 m/yr in 1995-2001 versus 2007-2009, 1.5±3.5 m/yr in 2007-2009 versus187

2014-2017, and 0.3±1.2 m/yr in 2014-2017 versus 2020-2022. Hence, our noise level is 1.5188

m/yr in 2007-2009, 2014-2017, and 2020-2022 versus 3.5 m/yr in 1995-2001. The last two189

time periods have seen a 10 x increase in the number of data available compared to prior pe-190

riods (Figure 1). Over a contiguous area of 8,909,100 km2 for which speed is non zero on all191

four periods, we find that 58% did not change at a detectable level (±3.5 m/yr) in 1995-2001192

versus 2007-2009, 73% in 2007-2009 versus 2014-2017 (±, and 65% in 2014-2017 versus 2020-193

2022. Hence roughly 2/3rd of Antarctica does not change in speed at a detectable level.194

On the large ice shelves, e.g. Ross, Filchner-Ronne, Amery, we eliminate changes in mo-195

tion caused by the normal advance of ice fronts or their retreat due to calving events by us-196

ing the ice masks for each time period. After applying this filter, we detect differential mo-197

tion near many ice shelf fronts along sharp boundaries that coincide with active rift zones. A198

rift is an ice shelf fracture across the entire vertical column of the ice shelf. The rift is active199

if it propagates with time. On Filchner, ice on the northern side of two rifts parallel to the ice200

front, about 48 km (west) and 108 km (east) in length, respectively, and 68 km south of the201

ice front, increased their speed by 300 m/yr and 110 m/yr in 1995-2007 and -110 m/yr and202

+40 m/yr in 2007-2014. These velocity differential are precursor to calving events since the203

rifts are opening. On Amery, the divergence of the ice front as the ice shelf margins detach204

from the bay walls results in ice blocks rotating to the east on the east side and blocks rotat-205

ing to the west on the west side, with differential motion of the order of 100 m/yr in oppo-206

site directions. On Ross, ice blocks in 1995-2001 which calved off parallel to the ice front be-207

tween 1995 and 2007 experienced differential speeds on each side of the rift of up to +200208

m/yr. Finally, ice blocks on the sides of major ice shelves, e.g. Ronne, experienced block ro-209

tation as ice moved past the margins of the bay walls (Larour et al., 2014).210

More complex patterns are visible on Stancomb Wills and Denman in East Antarctica.211

On Stancomb-Wills, a rift 84 km in length, 18 km north of the grounding line between Stan-212

comb Wills and Brunt Ice Shelf, sped up to 700 m/yr in 1995-2007 and the entire Brunt Ice213

Shelf sped up in 2014-2020. The pattern of ice motion has been attributed to the presence of214

active rifts and faults in the ice shelf (Larour et al., 2014). On Denman Glacier, the ice shelf215

and the glacier sped up starting in 1995-2007 and ongoing to present. The slower-moving ice216

shelf to the west of Denman, however, experienced enhanced friction along Denman ice tongue217

and sped up by 200 m/yr.218

Of particular interest is the detection of the horizontal extent of glacier speed up in the219

interior regions. In West Antarctica, speed up is detected up to the ice divide of the northern220

branch of the drainage basin of Pine Island. In the southern branch, the satellite coverage is221

not sufficient but sparse results indicate that speed up occurs as well (Fig. 2). On Thwaites,222

the speed up propagates to the limit of our data, about 250 km south of the grounding line.223

Speed up affects most of the mapped drainages of Pope, Smith, and Kohler glaciers farther224

west. On Getz, the speed up propagates to within 80 km from the ice divide where data qual-225

ity degrades. Similarly, speed up on DeVicq, Berry, Hull and Land glaciers propagate to their226

ice divides. In East Antarctica, on Denman, we detect speed up more than 400 km from the227

grounding line, along a deep trough. Conversely, we detect only a weak speed up for Totten228

and Frost/Holmes. Similarly, the speed up of Ninnis and Mertz is localized within 100-200229

km of the coast.230

In the Antarctic Peninsula, we detect a widespread acceleration of glaciers along the en-231

tire west coast, as reported previously in (Pritchard & Vaughan, 2007) for 1995-2001 and ex-232

tended to 2017 in (Rignot et al., 2019). The speedup is ongoing and extends for each glacier233

from the ice fronts to the flanks of the central spine of the Antarctic Peninsula, i.e. more than234

20-40 km inland, for all the marine-terminating glaciers. The glacier acceleration affects Flem-235

ing glacier to the south and all the major glaciers feeding into GeorgeVI Ice Shelf. The sig-236
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Figure 3: Multi-year mosaic of change in ice motion from 1995-2001 to 2020-2022, except for
Getz and Georges VI where we use change from 2007-2009 to 2020-2022. Color coding is the
same as Figure 2.

nal from the large (unnamed) glaciers flowing into GeorgeVI Ice Shelf Hogg et al. (2017) prop-237

agates to the limit of our data, within 10-20 km of the ice divide. A similar speed up is de-238

tected along the east coast of the Antarctic Peninsula starting north of Larsen A, in Trinity Penin-239

sula, and extending into Larsen B and the northern half of Larsen C. The speed up is felt to240

the flanks of the central spine of the Antarctic Peninsula. Glacier speed up becomes more spo-241

radic on Larsen D, typically at less than 40 m/yr, but in the case of glacier changes, we de-242

tect an acceleration propagating to the limit of our data, or within 10 km of the ice divides.243

There are also notable examples of slow down. The most dominant slow down remains244

for the Siple Coast ice streams in West Antarctica (Thomas et al., 2013). The slow down of245

Mercer, Whillans, Van der Veen, and MacAyeal ice streams is detected 300-400 km inland of246

the grounding line and ongoing (Fig. 3). The magnitude of the slow down remains small, how-247

ever, about 100 m/yr since 1995. In contrast, glaciers like Pine Island increased their speed248

by 2 km/yr since 1995. More surprisingly, we note the slow down of Venable Ice Shelf, in West249

Antarctica during the entire period and Shirase Glacier in East Antarctica.250

4 Discussion251

The mosaic products represent a massive data gathering, processing, and calibration ef-252

fort of multi-sensor data. It took 5 years of data to cover 75% of Antarctica in 1995-2001 and253

2 years in 2007-2009 to cover 90% of Antarctica. Since the launch of S1a/b and Landsat-8,254
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in addition to RADARSAT-2, a 90% coverage of Antarctica is possible to achieve within 2-255

3 years. All of these products were generated using a speckle tracking technique, which lim-256

its the precision of mapping to 2-3 m/yr. With a phase-only mapping using SAR data, as done257

over 80% of Antarctica (Mouginot et al., 2019), the noise level drops to 10-20 cm/yr, which258

makes it possible to map changes in speed 10 x times more precisely than herein, hence closer259

to the flanks of ice divides. Although phase-only data is difficult to use with S1a/b due to the260

mode of radar data acquisition, progress has been made using corrected phase data to map ground-261

ing lines (Mohajerani et al., 2021) and even ice velocity (Andersen et al., 2020), albeit only262

in one look direction since S1a/b only acquire descending tracks in Antarctica. ALOS PALSAR-263

2 data is difficult to access, data acquisition is limited to select areas in Antarctica, and com-264

binations of ascending/descending tracks are not currently acquired. RADARSAT-2 data in left265

looking mode helps complete the phase mapping of areas closest to South Pole, but data ac-266

quisition competes with commercial activities, so the mission cannot be used to detect changes267

in speed on an annual basis. Lastly, Landsat-8 OLI is fundamentally limited in precision by268

feature tracking. There is no phase equivalent with optical data. The only possibility is to use269

longer temporal baselines (>1 year) at the cost of signal noise. The first opportunity for large-270

scale, continuous, phase mapping will be provided by the NISAR mission, at a 12-day repeat271

cycle, at the L-band frequency, with descending and ascending tracks over the entire Antarc-272

tic continent in left looking mode (P. A. Rosen et al., 2016).273

With speckle tracking, we detect glacier speed up to our limit of detectability or the limit274

of data acquisition. The extent of the speed up is in ASE is consistent with the pattern of cu-275

mulative thinning observed from ICESat1-/ICESat-2 over the entire basin for 2003-2019 (Smith276

et al., 2020). The results indicate that changes in glacier flow propagate far inland, many 100277

km’s, to reach ice divides. On Getz Ice Shelf, we find a strong correlation between speedup278

and fast moving glaciers, which is only apparent with ICESat because of the large spacing be-279

tween tracks. Flow acceleration is widespread but stronger on the west side of Getz. The West280

side is also more exposed to warm water (Jacobs et al., 2013) and the bathymetry favors a stronger281

circulation of ocean heat than on the east side (Millan et al., 2019). These results support the282

hypothesis that the ocean plays a major role in destabilizing the glaciers.283

The speedup of Hull and Land glaciers is interesting because it extends the domain of284

ice flow acceleration farther west. These glaciers must also be affected by warm waters, but285

the presence of warm waters in front of them has not been discussed. Farther west, along Nick-286

erson and Sulzberger ice shelves, glacier acceleration is weak to non existent, which suggests287

a limited influence of warm waters. This transition is consistent with a shallower seafloor on288

the continental shelf at that location (Arndt, 2013), which would block the access of subsur-289

face warm waters to the continental shelf and the glaciers. Similarly, we do not detect speed290

up of the glaciers draining into Abbot Ice Shelf due to its shallow seafloor (Cochran et al., 2014).291

In East Antarctica, the speedup of Denman Glacier propagates 400 km inland, along its292

deep trough, consistent the pattern in (Smith et al., 2020). But we we do not observe a large293

acceleration in the basin of Totten Glacier. Either our measurement error is too high or the glacier294

accelerated prior to the 1990s, therefore already out of balance in the 1990s. The latter ex-295

planation is supported by the estimated negative mass balance of the glacier in the 1990s (Rig-296

not et al., 2019). Similarly, we do not detect speed up on Frost and Holmes glacier despite297

significant thinning, but the glaciers were also out of balance in the 1990s.298

In the Antarctic Peninsula, our results are more detailed than ICESat and reveal that all299

marine-terminating glaciers are speeding up, including those flowing into Larsen C. The lat-300

ter observation implies that basal melting of Larsen C ice shelf is likely to have increased, which301

was suggested as an possible lead explanation for the thinning of the ice shelf (Shepherd et302

al., 2003), however not confirmed by available ocean data (Nicholls et al., 2012).303

The strong connection between coastal changes and interior regions in many parts of Antarc-304

tica has profound implications for ice sheet models. Models often report weak coupling be-305

tween grounding lines and upstream areas, i.e. the effect of speed up is not expected to ex-306
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ceed a region of a few km (Mayer & Huybrechts, 1999). Matching the extent of the speed up307

and its timing will help constrain basal sliding and the type of sliding law to use (Joughin et308

al., 2019), determine the nature of the bed (weak till versus hard bedrock), evaluate the per-309

formance of various approximations, e.g. the MacAyeal shelfy stream model, the Blatter-Pattyn310

model, or a full Full-Stockes model (Morlighem et al., 2010) on how they balance stresses near311

the grounding line and beyond, and refine the treatment of ice ocean interaction at grounding312

lines (Seroussi & Morlighem, 2018). Model adjustments with these observations should con-313

siderably reduce the uncertainties of projections.314

Many of the glaciers that speed up are already known to be close to warm waters, e.g.315

the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula from Trinity Land to Fleming Glacier, GeorgeVI, Fer-316

rigno, ASE, and Getz (Jenkins et al., 2016). Conversely, we lack ocean data on others, e.g.317

Hull and Land in West Antarctica, and Matusevitch, Ninnis, Frost, Rayner, Robert and Wilma318

in East Antarctica (Silvano et al., 2016). It would be of interest to address the issue of the pres-319

ence of CDW near these glaciers. In West Antarctica, bathymetry coverage is sparse in front320

of Hull and Land glaciers, which should urgently be alleviated. A deep trough exist beneath321

Matusevitch (Morlighem et al., 2020), but there is no data to constrain the trough off shore.322

A deep trough exists beneath Ninnis that connects it to the deep, broad, submarine Wilkes Sub-323

glacial basin, but bathymetry coverage off shore is sparse, with no detail on the continental324

shelf. In the case of Frost and Holmes, the bed rises rapidly inland of the grounding line (Morlighem325

et al., 2020), so the potential for rapid retreat is lower than the other glaciers. Similarly, the326

glacier changes in Enderby Land, with Rayner, Robert and Wilma glaciers, also merit further327

investigation. These glaciers are not expected to be near warm waters a priori, but the bathymetry328

of the continental shelf is poorly known, yet the glaciers flow down a deep trough, hence are329

prone to rapid retreat. The troughs may extend off-shore since they were formed from basal330

erosion by former glacier advances (Allison et al., n.d.). If they retreat down these slopes, En-331

derby Land will become an archipelago. Finally, we note that Conger Ice Shelf, which col-332

lapsed in March 2022, was near warm CDW based on sea-mammal temperature data (Fig. S5333

in (Brancato et al., 2020)). Conger has been retreating and speeding up steadily over the last334

25 years, hence did not collapse only because of the warm 2022 summer event.335

As our capability to map ice velocity increases in precision with phase-only mapping336

and more data acquisitions, we expect further progress in our ability to detect glacier changes,337

the extend of these changes inland, and better constrain ice sheet models over entire drainage338

basins. While speckle tracking has enabled spectacular progress in our mapping of glaciers339

and ice sheets over the past 28 years, it is essential to pursue these studies with phase-only340

data in the future to capture the full extent of the variability in ice flow in Antarctica.341

5 Conclusions342

In this study, we present the most comprehensive set of historical multi-year mosaic maps343

of Antarctica spanning from 1995 to 2022 using a speckle tracking approach. The products344

are accompanied by a delineation of ice boundaries, ice shelf fronts, and grounding lines, along345

with errors, of immediate interest and relevance to ice sheet models. The products have a nom-346

inal precision of a few meters per year, which allows the detection of changes far inland, al-347

though locally the errors may exceed these nominal values. Over most of interior Antarctica,348

we detect no change in speed. In many places, we are also not certain where changes stop prop-349

agating because our signal to noise ratio becomes too low. In the most important systems, e.g.350

ASE and Getz, the signal propagates to the ice divides, hence revealing a strong connection351

between grounding lines and the interior. In the Wilkes Land sector of East Antarctica, where352

changes in speed are lower, speckle tracking is not precise enough to delineate the full extent353

of speed up. This limitation will be lifted using phase-only data, e.g. with the launch of the354

NISAR mission in early 2024. We expect that these observations will provide additional con-355

straints for ice sheet models in charge of reconstructing the past evolution of the ice sheet and356

predict its evolution in the coming century.357
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